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The Centre for Monitoring Election Violence (CMEV) is an election observation
organization that contributes to both the election monitoring process and the electoral
reform process of this country. CMEV was formed in 1997 jointly by the Centre for
Policy Alternatives (CPA), the Free Media Movement (FMM), and the INFORM Human
Rights Documentation Centre. One of CMEV’s starting core objectives was to maintain
an updated database of election violations. This objective has now expanded to
include the observation of estimated election campaign costs of political parties,
independent groups and candidates contesting elections.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Background
The Campaign Finance Costs Monitoring initiative is an integral part of the broader mission of
monitoring election violations by the Centre for Monitoring Election Violence (CMEV).
In Sri Lanka, there is currently no legal framework that would obligate a candidate to disclose
the costs they incurred for election campaigning. As a result, CMEV, PAFFREL and other
stakeholders formulated a draft campaign finance bill over the 2015-18 period. Subsequently,
the Election Commission also formulated its own campaign finance bill which include
provisions related to campaign finances.
The CMEV decided to maintain a long-term goal of establishing evidence-based arguments in
order to raise awareness of all stakeholders, particularly the voter on the issue and the impact
of the lack of either Legislation or regulations pertaining to election campaign finances.
It is in such a context that CMEV initiated the first ever monitoring of estimated election
campaign costs of an election in Sri Lanka during the Presidential Election 2019 with the
intention of conducting such a monitoring initiative in all elections until a comprehensive
Legislation or Regulation is put in place.

Key Issues


Adverse impact on fairness and the level playing field



Use of Illegal Funds



Voter Buying in the form of bribing / undue influencing



Detrimental impact on fair policy implementation



Adverse impact on women and youth in politics



Media Biases

Main Objectives
To increase political commitment in order to regulate campaign finance as a core element of
the electoral reform process, by creating a broad public discourse.
Empirical evidence based research were very important in order to substantiate a campaign
finance bill in future. The initiative is expected to bring transparency into campaign financial
expenditure of candidates and parties during election campaigning.
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Chapter 2: Methodology
Scope of the Concept - Election Expenses
The definition adopted in this specific estimated election campaign cost monitoring initiative
is based on the draft “Campaign Finance Regulations” of the Election Commission of Sri Lanka
(ECSL). However, in terms of monitoring and calculating the costs related to the Parliamentary
Election 2020, the scope of below mentioned interpretation were applied with some added
elements. Therefore, expenses shall mean;
I.

All expenses and/or cost incurred by him or her or on his or her behalf; for
promoting or procuring his or her election.

Such expenses shall include, but is not restricted to expenses incurred by the candidate or his
or her behalf for the printing, publication, pasting posters/bills etc., exhibition or display of,
advertisements, handbills, flags, drawings, photographs placards or posters relating to
such election;
 the production and broadcast, on radio or television, of advertisements relating to such
election;
 the production and publication, in newspapers, journals or other publications, of
advertisements relating to such election;
 the hiring or use, of any premises or equipment for the holding of meetings relating to
such election.
 the transport expenses (even if notional) incurred by candidates (not covered above),
such as hiring of helicopters and airplanes etc., which can be very high.
 A specific and separate computation of the costs incurred by the State/Public for
individual campaigns through the misuse of public resources.
This monitoring initiative computes the “Estimated Election Campaign Cost” incurred in the
parliamentary election campaign of 2020 by the respective candidates, their political parties
and supporters. In certain cases, misuse of state property may not necessarily have an expense
as such but for sure there were a cost involved.
So the methodology of this monitoring covered such costs by estimation. However, there were
also costs incurred for illicit liquor, distribution of cash and things in kind, bribing voters and
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politicians or their supporters, misuse of state human resources were never revealed and thus
could only be made a prediction.
Accordingly, CMEV monitoring process will disclose the district wise estimated election
campaign cost of respective political parties/independent groups contesting this election. Due
to the massive number of total candidates, the focus were mainly given to the 225 Members
of the Parliament (MPs) who represented the parliament in various political parties at the time
of the parliament was dissolved, the 02nd of March 2020. Accordingly, out of the said 225
members of the previous parliament1, CMEV focused more on the once who contest this
election while the monitoring exercise covered the cost incurred by other candidates too.
However, given the limited human and financial resources available, CMEV monitored the
election campaign cost of as many as possible candidates of all political parties. Additionally,
the costs incurred by all candidates representing various independent groups across the
country were monitored and presented as one common category of “Independent Groups”.
Further, in presenting data related to the estimated election campaign cost; individual
candidate wise costs will not be disclosed. This approach is adopted in order to avoid any
potential promotion or demotion may occur as a result of disclosing estimated election
campaign costs of individual candidates. Additionally, the whole methodology is expected
to gather and analyze data in order to build a strong opinion on the adverse impact of
unlimited and unregulated election campaign finances and therefore the greater need
for a campaign finance legislation in Sri Lanka.

Rationale for CMEV’s Engagement in CF Monitoring
In Sri Lanka, there is currently no legal framework that obligates candidates contesting elections to
disclose the costs they incur for election campaigning. The absence of campaign finance legislation has
always resulted in enormous disparities in elections held in Sri Lanka and prevents there being a level
playing field for all candidates. The issue here is not the question of which party or candidate has access
to the largest amount of money, but rather whether voters can know how much money has been utilised
and for what purpose. This in turn is followed by favours to donors once a candidate is in office, and
the further institutionalisation of corruption in the body politic.

Annexure 08 - List of Members of the previous Parliament who contest the Parliamentary Election
2020.
1
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Technical Approach
The Estimated Election Campaign Cost Monitoring initiative computes the “costs” incurred in the
election campaign by candidates, their political parties, or on their behalf, for promoting or procuring
their election. It also includes the misuse of state property where estimates of property can be made.
For this purpose, CMEV considers four cost categories framed around the Draft Campaign Finance
Legislation designed by the Election Commission (currently pending Parliamentary introduction):
1. Printed Media (covering 28 newspapers – 15 in Sinhala, 04 in Tamil and 09 in English)
 Daily front to back monitoring of each newspaper.
 The newspapers monitored are the highest circulation newspapers in Sri Lanka.
2. Electronic Media (covering 09 TV channels, 08 in Sinhala and 01 in Tamil and 05 radio channels,
04 in Sinhala and 01 in Tamil)
 Daily monitoring of each TV channel between the hours of 6.00AM–12.00AM and each Radio
channel between the hours of 6.00AM–10.00AM and 5.00PM–9.00PM
 The TV and radio channels monitored have the highest viewer/listenership in Sri Lanka
 As discount packages offered by
3. Social Media (covering paid advertising and sponsored pages on Facebook)
 Analysis of expenses for paid advertising and sponsored pages for the 150 highest spending
candidates noted in the Facebook Ad Library’s weekly report.
4. Other costs (covering costs of meetings, public rallies, goods distribution, promotional materials,
etc.)
 Based on information submitted by CMEV’s field monitors at the electorate level during their
regular election monitoring activities, as relayed through district coordinators and provincial
coordinators under the supervision of CMEV’s Operations Manager and its National
Coordinator

Cost Calculation Method
Expenses are initially calculated by media monitors assigned for each category while the first level data
verification take place subsequently. After data transfer and entry is completed, the second level
checking and verifications of costing takes place using rate cards for newspapers and TV and radio
channels, and receipts for physical expenses procured through field monitoring. These are all tallied in
a final analysis.
The cost calculation method used to generate the estimated election campaign cost is as follows:
Cost of Print Media + Cost of Electronic Media + Cost of Social Media + Other Costs = ESTIMATED
ELECTION CAMPAIGN COST
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Limitations
 Under the four cost categories CMEV considers, the following limitations exist:
– The Printed Media figure does not capture expenses incurred for other newspapers, however,
there is a small number of such newspapers, and candidates would be less compelled to
advertise on them anyway – As such, this figure is closest to the actual campaign expenses
on printed media
– The Electronic Media figure does not capture expenses incurred for other channels (with lower
viewer/listenership); discounts provided for advertisement packages; and advertisements
aired during the hours of 12AM–6.00AM for TV and 10.00AM–5.00PM and 9.00PM–6.00AM
for Radio – As such, this figure is moderately close to the actual campaign expenses on
electronic media
– The Social Media figure does not capture the expenses of other candidates, nor official
candidate spending on other social media platforms (including Twitter, Youtube, Reddit etc.)
It also does not capture expenses incurred on candidates’ behalf by digital media marketing
companies, supporters on Facebook itself and elsewhere, as these entities have no legal
obligation to publish expense information publicly. The costs of Facebook advertisements

of which the costs are above USD 100 have been counted and all Advertisements cost
less than USD 100 have not been counted. – As such, this figure only captures a small part
of the actual campaign expenses on social media
– The Other Costs figure captures what is observed at the field level. While CMEV deploys field
monitors across all electoral districts, this deployment cannot cover every locality, particularly
more remote and inaccessible areas. Certain expenses are also easier to capture than others
(e.g. the costs for a fixed event such a rally can be estimated more easily than for leaflet
distribution at the street level) – As such, this figure only captures a small part of the actual
campaign expenses on the field level
 Expenses incurred in the distribution of direct cash payments and illegal items (such as illicit liquor)
are not captured.
 Expenses incurred through the misuse of state resources are also not captured as such information
cannot be directly obtained from state institutions and as it is impossible to monitor all state
institutions
 Given all these limitations, CMEV believes that its monitoring captures roughly 30% of the actual
campaign expenses incurred by candidates and parties during the election
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Detail Scope of the Campaign Finance Monitoring
Scope of the estimated election campaign cost monitoring included the following:
Table 1: Scope of Cost Categories

Cost

Scope

Category
in

all

Contents

Printed

Advertising

newspapers

and All

election

Media

selected magazines were monitored. advertisements,

related
paid

2

There are 30 newspapers which include advertorials, notices of political
daily editions and weekend editions. The meetings/rallies and any public
selection of 30 Newspapers based on the notice which carries the photo or
ratings,

coverage

and

medium

of name or party name or symbol

language. Thus, 12 Sinhala medium or the preferential number of any
channels, 9 Tamil medium channels and candidate/political
9 English medium channels have been party/independent group.
selected for this monitoring. However,
the situation analysis conducted as part
of this methodology suggested that
there are possibilities of advertising in
regional newspapers and therefore, such
regional

newspapers

were

also

be

monitored within the first two weeks of
July 2020 to assess the extent to which
advertisements

are

candidates.

Subsequently,

advertisements
continuation

published

are
of

by
if

published,

monitoring

such

newspapers were decided.
The

application

of

surcharges

on

specified pages were considered when
calculating the costing and for all other
advertisements, computation were based
on the normal election rates of respective
media companies as has indicated in
their respective rate cards.

2

Annexure 05 – List of News Papers
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More than 95 percent of advertisements
related to this election are published in
above mentioned News Papers and the
potential exclusion of costs less than 5
percent.
Electronic

Television and Radio channels were All

election

Media

monitored during the election period. advertisements,
Among the Television channels in Sri political

related
notices

of

meetings/rallies,

3

Lanka, top 9 TV channels were selected political party theme songs, and
based on the Lanka Market Research any public notice which carries
Bureau Limited (LMRB) ratings and the the photo, party symbol or
advertisements

telecast

as

part

of promotes the name with a note

election campaign of all Candidates were of candidacy of any candidate
monitored.

and any live streaming for the
promotion of any candidate.

Monitoring time schedule were from 6.30
am to 12.00 midnight on daily basis.

It

has

been

observed

that

election campaign theme songs
Four selected Radio channels

4

were are

merged

with

monitored during specific time durations telecasting

news
making

and thus, time slots from 7.00 to 9.00 am advertisements as an integral
(morning belt) and from 4.00 pm to part

of

news

9.00pm (evening belt with two extra number of

reporting

by

electronic media

hours) were included in this campaign institutions.
finance monitoring.
Social Media

Statistic from 2019 to 2020 indicates that Expenditure
Face book is the most popular social captured
media

5

platform.

Therefore,

paid

monitoring
advertisement

this published on Face book under

monitoring exercise included election the categorization of “issue,
campaign advertising in the face book.

electoral and politics” by using
the Ad Library and Ad Report

However,

as

the

website

named (Provided

Facebook

www.tamilwin.com has been identified as administration
one of the key websites in which facility).
advertisements

of

prides

However,

there

that
are

overwhelming number of sponsored face book

Annexure 06 – List of Television Channels
Annexure 07 – List of Radio Channels
5
https://gs.statcounter.com/social-media-stats/all/sri-lanka
3
4
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majority candidates of Northern and pages not listed under the above
Eastern provinces publish their political categorization of which CMEV
advertisements.

observed

trends

of

their

operations

within

the

social

media field.
Other Costs
(Costs

With regard to “other costs”,

the All costs connected to arranging

following aspects were considered:

and conducting public meetings,

of

meetings,

rallies, pocket meetings, musical
Costs

connected

to

public

rallies, shows,

business

forums,

public rallies, meetings, forums and the production distribution of cash and things in
promotional

costs of videos

kind,

materials,
misuse

arranged

religious

journeys, use of promotional
of As indicated above, this should include materials,

misuse
and

of

state

state

public

special transportation costs incurred by property

human

resources

candidates and their teams, including air resources and functions which

etc.)

transport.

promote any candidate.

There costs which are borne by the State All

expenses

and therefore do not get recorded as arranging

connected

to

displaying

of

and

campaign expenses but for sure there banners, posters, cut-outs, sign
were a cost. Some candidates or their boards, leaflets and any such
supporters may be able to use State printed material, transportation
transport

services

during

his/her of crowd for public meetings or

campaign, his/her transport expenses the use of electronic displays to
were significantly less than another promote
candidate who does not have this facility, contesting

any
the

candidate
parliamentary

though the cost of these transport general election.
expenses are borne by the public without
citizen’s consent or knowledge.
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Time Duration of CF Monitoring
Election campaign period – starting from 2nd June – 02nd August 2020.

Data Collection Mechanism
The methodology of the consist of the following;
CMEV/CPA has deployed a dedicated research team including a principal researcher, research
assistant and a research coordinator to carry out the finance campaign monitoring of the
Parliamentary General Election 2020.
The team of Media Monitors has been divided in to sub groups to cover the following
categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Print Media (Advertisements published in 30 News Papers)
Electronic Media (Advertisements and live streaming of TVs and Radios)
Social Media (Advertisements categorized as “political” in Face book)
Other Costs (Costs of meetings, public gatherings, promotional materials, distribution
of gods, misuse of public resources etc.)

The monitoring team has been given an initial training election monitoring, election laws and
the election campaign finance (election expenditure). Further, the entire campaign finance
monitoring team were oriented on the printed media, electronic media, social media and
actual ground level campaign activities and how advertising and publicity for election
candidates are carried out. Special orientation on the use of social media were given to all
media monitors. The overall training is inclusive of orientations on costing for advertisements
in printed, electronic and social media as well as the use of data base specifically designed to
enter data on election expenditure.
Media monitoring team worked in close collaboration with the regular election monitors at
electorate levels, district coordinators and provincial coordinators under the supervision of
overall election monitoring operations Coordinator/Operations Team Leader and the National
Coordinator of CMEV. Additionally, CMEV deployed at least 4 Observers in different provinces
to assist the campaign cost monitoring and cost calculation of the category of “Other Costs”.
Data on expenditure related to all four categories were entered in to a data base on daily basis.
An expenditure summary for each sector of the previous day were generated daily from March
20, 2020.
Expenses were initially be calculated by the media monitors assigned for each sector and the
monitors assigned with the task of data entry was done the second level checking and
verifications of costing before entering such data to the data base.
CAMPAIGN COSTS = Cost of Print Media + Cost of Electronic Media + Cost of Social
Media + Other Costs (Eg: costs such as of meeting, public rallies, campaign promotional
materials, misuse of public property, transportation of voters and candidates)
14
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Table 2: Costing Methods for each Cost Category

Cost

Cost calculation method

Category

Advertisements published in all printed media were collected and filed under
the names of each candidate. Quotations/Election Rate Cards received from
all printed media companies were used as the basis for calculations.
Advertisements for which the costs were not indicated in respective
Cost of
Print Media

quotations, media monitors approached respective media companies in each
such case to find the costs of such advertisements. Media monitors
completed the data collection sheet and subsequently, the data entry team
ensured the calculations based on the respective Quotations/Election Rate
Cards and enter the costs to a data entry sheet. Total costs for each candidate
were transferred to the overall expenses calculator on daily basis. Annexure
01.
Regarding the electronic media, monitors documented the date, time of
broadcasting and the length of the advertisement of each candidate.
Accordingly, Quotations/Election Rate Cards of respective electronic media
companies were used as the basis to calculate the costs of each
advertisement of respective candidates.

Cost of
Electronic
Media

In order to capture the variance between the costs calculated based on the
Quotations/Election Rate Cards and the discounted costs, members of CMEV
campaign finance team have conducted bilateral meetings with officials of
respective

electronic

media

companies

to

understand

different

methodologies adopted by various companies to provide discounts/free
advertisements when providing advertisements as packages. Additionally, all
live telecasting of events connected to promoting any candidate were also
be counted under this category of expenses and costs for each such event
were taken from respective media companies. Annexure 02.
Based on the usage of different social media platforms in Sri Lanka, over 80
percent of users are in face book while less than 10 percent of users for other
areas such as Twitter, Instagram etc. Given the broad scope of application
and usage of face book as a social media platform in combination with lack
Cost of

of available technical tools to capture the political advertisements and costs

Social

affiliated thereto; expenses monitoring were focused on advertisements

Media

designated under the category of “Issue, Electoral or Political” in Ad Library
and Ad-Report of Facebook is available for Sri Lanka this time and thus the
cost calculation were included in the total estimated election campaign cost
of respective candidates/political parties/independent groups.
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However, further observations indicate that there are uncountable numbers
of Facebook pages administered by various actors to promote and demote
different candidates but not coming under the purview of “Ad Library and Ad
Report” options. Thus, the advertisements, video clips, posts etc. displayed in
those individual or sponsored face book pages do not indicate a cost range.
Campaign finance team gathered information on those face book pages and
document the key trends of their application and the impact made on the
electoral integrity. The research team has identified that there is a website
named, www.tamilwin.com in which overwhelming majority of the candidates
representing Northern and Eastern provinces carryout their election
campaigning. Annexure 03.
Cost calculation of the expenses incurred when conducting public meeting,
Other Costs
(Costs of
meetings,
public
rallies,
promotional
materials,
misuse of
public
resources
etc.)

other small scale meetings and forums and of the visibility items such as
banners, posters, were gathered and documented. All such costs were
substantiated with a specifically designed template. This template contains
information about: the nature of the meeting, scale of the meeting, visibility
items displayed in the vicinity, transportation of crowd and other costs for all
arrangements of such meeting. Key informants, provincial coordinators,
district coordinators and electorate level long term observers of CMEV were
providing information with regard to ground level campaign expenses to the
campaign finance team.
In order to ensure that data is entered accurately, there were a monitor
assigned to double check and verify the data calculation before such data is
entered into the expenses calculator. Annexure 04.

CMEV’s campaign finance monitoring team ensure sending formal letters to all printed,
electronic media companies, all candidates/their party offices/offices of independent groups
requesting to reveal the campaign expenses and the costs of advertisements in relation to the
election campaign 2020.
Further, CMEV sent applications through the provisions of the Right to Information Act No. 12
of 2016 to all relevant institutions. CMEV extensively used RTI Act and information/costs
related to election campaigns activities of all Parliamentary General Election Candidates were
requested from News Papers, Television Channels, Sri Lanka Air Force, Sri Lanka Railway
Department, Ceylon Transport Board, Sri Lankan Airline. CMEV took necessary actions to use
RTI Act in the case of any other relevant institution from which further information was
required for the purpose of assessing the campaign costs in the final reporting.
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Data Verification
The research team adopted a template for each category of information (print, electronic,
social media and the ground campaign). The respective media monitors assigned for each
media category kept a separate template with them for each parliamentary general election
candidate, to capture the candidate’s expenditure in each category of expenses. All data
collected at the first instance were further verified by the project coordinator with respective
institutions and individuals before entering to the data base. Further, before finalizing the
report, CMEV verified data through RTI applications from respective institutions.

Detail Limitations
The current laws and regulatory frameworks in Sri Lanka for monitoring financial expenditure
for election campaigning, is not adequate to capture precise figures on financial expenditure
on any election campaign in the country.
Too many candidates (7,452 candidates) representing number of political parties/independent
groups and thus calculating individual costs for each candidate is impossible. Eg: Several
candidates attending one large public rally.
Some parties like the NPP did not promote individual candidates but does so for their political
party and thus expenses were more common in nature rather than costs of individual
candidates.
Disclosing individual candidate wise election campaign costs may lead to unintentional
promotion or demotion candidates.
The cost of designing, narration, production, direction, graphics, artists and dubbing was not
completely be inclusive in cost calculation because this depends from production to
production and from company to company. That information is not in the public domain.
However if such data is captured, then only an estimated range of a price point can be quoted.
It is a common knowledge that during election campaigning in Sri Lanka the means of
attracting crowds is by distributing alcohol, bribes, financial incentives and indoor meetings at
private residences.
As such incidents are abundant and happen behind closes doors it is not practical to capture
such data. It is impractical to capture all the ground cost related expenses in relation to election
campaigning especially posters, leaflets and banners. This is because there is no regulation on
the distribution of such items as they are proliferated from the local, provision and even from
the private individual.
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Cost incurred in paid advertising and sponsored pages on Face book was not be fully captured.
This because the social media campaign of candidates is done by Digital media marketing
companies, who have no obligation to publish information in the public domain. However, the
option of ‘Ad-Report’ were used to compute the costs involved in social media campaigns.
CMEV plans to communicate with Facebook and asked to take necessary actions to categorize
all political/election advertisements under the grouping of “issue, electoral and political”.

Limited possibility of monitoring the Campaign Cost
As in the past, given the highly complicated and non-transparent context in which the entire
election campaign took place in the Parliamentary Election 2020, the monitoring process of
estimated election campaign costs of 7,452 candidates was very challenging.
However, CMEV, with its broader experience and the network established around the country
could administer a comprehensive campaign finance monitoring process. According to the
analysis, CMEV strongly believe that its monitoring process covered maximum of estimated 30
percent of the potential total election campaign costs.

Cost Monitored by CMEV

30%
Cost not Monitored

70%

Figure 1: Limited Campaign Finance Monitoring by CMEV_ 30 Percent of the Potential Total Cost
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Chapter 3: Key Findings
This chapter explains the key findings of the campaign cost monitoring initiative of the
Parliamentary Election 2020. It includes estimated campaign cost of printed media, electronic
media, social media and other costs (i.e. costs incurred on public rallies, meetings, promotional
materials, campaign administration, party officers, transportation etc.)

Income

Cost

Campaign
Finance

Contributions

Expenditure

Figure 2: Composition of the Campaign Finances

Sri Lanka Situation on Campaign Finance Regulation – At a Glance
 As of now, there is no specific Campaign Finance Legislation in Sri Lanka.
 However, there are some constitutional and other legislative provisions in other laws
related to elections which are connected to Campaign Finances in general.
 For instance, section 104, B, 4 & 5 sub sections highlights the powers of the Election
Commission about preventing misuse of state property.
 Section 127 (3) (a) (b) of the Parliamentary Election Act No. 1 of 1981 states, that any
recognized political party that has received over 1 percent of votes in the previous
Parliamentary Election and has submitted nominations for the current parliament
election is entitled to 50 Cents per vote for each such political party.
 Assert Declaration Act No. 1 of 1975.
 Assert declaration should be done within three months of submitting nominations.
 Names of the ones elected but not submitted ADs will not be gazette.
 Before 1978 – Expenses should be declared within 31 days since the declaration
of election results.
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Gradual Increase of Estimated Election Campaign Cost in the
Parliamentary Election Campaign
The overall finding was that despite the very restricted socio-political context amid the impact
of COVID-19 health guidelines issued by the Ministry of Health jointly with the Election
Commission of Sri Lanka; the estimated election campaign cost incurred in the Parliamentary
General Election by various political parties/independent groups, candidates and their
supporters was high than expected.
During the first two weeks of the election campaign, SJB had incurred more money for
electronic media campaign than other parties whereas SLPP had incurred more for its ground
campaign as reflected in Table 3.
Table 3: Estimated Campaign Cost for 02-15 July 2020

However, during the period for 02-26 July 2020, the cost incurred by SLPP for its campaign
went high as double the cost of its main opponent, SJB. The estimate election campaign cost
in all four cost categories showed mush higher spending on the part of SLPP compared to
other key political parties as indicated in Table 4.
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Table 4: Estimated Campaign Cost for 02-26 July 2020

As shown in Figure 3 below, it indicates the total estimated cost incurred by party for 02-26
July 2020.
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ESTIMATED ELECTION CAMPAIGN COST PARLIAMENTARY ELECTION 2020
TOTAL ESTIMATED COST UPDATE
2ND TO 26TH JULY (MILLION LKR) - MILLION LKR 1,597.3

416
219
47
SLPP - Sri
Lanka Podu
Jana
Peramuna
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SJB - Samagi UNP - United NPP - National OPPP - Our ITAK - Ilankei
Jana
National party People's
Power Of
Thamil Arasu
Balawegaya
Power
People's Party
Kadchi

18
All Other
Parties

Figure 3: Total Estimated Campaign Cost by Party for 02-26 July 2020

The estimated election campaign cost just before the cooling-off period was recorded as given
in Table 5 below and thus the SLPP was monitored as party incurred highest estimated cost
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which was 1,076 million rupees. The SJB had incurred the second highest estimated election
campaign cost which was recorded as 611 million rupees.
Table 5: Estimated Campaign Cost for 02 July - 01 August 2020

As given in Figure 4, it shows the total estimated cost by each party in the Parliamentary
Election for the period for July 02 to August 01, 2020. It can be observed that at the later stage
of the election campaign, the cost incurred by major political parties has gone up while even
between the two main contestants, SLPP has incurred almost double the estimated campaign
cost incurred by the SJB.

1075.85
610.74

ESTIMATED ELECTION CAMPAIGN COST
PARLIAMENTARY ELECTION 2020
TOTAL ESTIMATED COST - NATIONAL LEVEL
2ND JULY TO 01ST AUGUST (MILLION LKR) 2,248

297
SLPP - Sri Lanka SJB - Samagi
Podu Jana
Jana
Peramuna
Balawegaya

122.9

UNP - United NPP - National
National party People's Power

43.18
OPPP - Our
Power Of
People's Party

68.25

30

ITAK - Ilankei All Other Parties
Thamil Arasu
Kadchi

Figure 4: Total Estimated Campaign Cost by Party (02 July - 01 August 2020)

The Figure 5 below illustrates the total estimated election campaign cost for the period from
July 02 to August 01 2020 by cost categories. Accordingly, the cost incurred for electronic
media is much higher than that of other cost categories.
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However, the amount of ‘Other Cost’ which includes the entire ground level campaign was
known to be the sector which incur the most amount of funds but the limited scope of
monitoring capacity in combination with the resources available for data verification processes
have resulted recording less amount whereas the actual potential cost could be much higher.

ESTIMATED ELECTION CAMPAIGN COST
PARLIAMENTARY ELECTION 2020
TOTAL ESTIMATED COST - BY COST CATEGORY
2ND JULY TO 01ST AUGUST (MILLION LKR)

2,248

1169
911
108
Printed Media
(News Papers)

60
Electronic Media Social Media (Only
(TV/Radio)
Facebook)

Other Costs
(Meetings,
publicity materials
etc.)

Figure 5: Total Estimated Campaign Cost by Cost Category

Estimated Election Campaign Costs at Different Stages – Amid COVID-19 Restricted
Context
As the Parliamentary election process started with very strict health guidelines being imposed
in relation to the election campaigning activities, the envisaged potential election campaign
cost by estimation was expected to be less than the presidential election which did not have
any such health guideline having restrictive impact thereon.
However, the findings of the estimated election campaign cost initiative of CMEV re-affirmed
that the election and the political culture in this country is such that the unlimited and
unregulated use of finances in elections remain the same regardless of any restricted
contextual impact and thus the estimated campaign cost was recorded as 3.6 billion rupees
which would be maximum 30 percent of the potential projected total cost as shown in Figure
6 below.
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Real Time Cost Calculation:
3,601 Million LKR
Expected Verified Cost Calculation: 3,601 Million LKR

Projected Total Estimated Cost: 10,000 - 13,000+ Million LKR

Figure 6: Estimated Election Campaign Costs at Different Stages – Amid COVID-19 Restricted Context
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Final Disclosure: Estimated Campaign Costs - Key Highlights
The estimated campaign cost monitoring initiative of CMEV draws the attention of policy
makers, the Election Commission of Sri Lanka, academia, the general public, civil society and
professionals in a diverse range of institutions toward the consequences of unlimited and
unregulated election campaign finances.
Accordingly, wide dissemination of estimated election campaign costs of political parties of
which candidates contested for the Parliamentary Election was as follows. As noted above, the
below figures as estimations and even the approximate of 30 percent of the potential total
cost that may have been incurred was almost little over 3.5 Billion LKR as indicated in Table 6
given below.

Table 6- Parliamentary Election 2020: Disclosure of Final Estimated Campaign Cost

The findings reflected in Figure 7 below provide a conclusive evidence for the fact that
unregulated campaign finances lead to unequal level playing field for candidates. Having a
level playing field for candidates in any election is a fundamental pre-requisite for a free and
fair election in any democratic country.
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Parliamentary Election 2020
Estimated Election Campaign Costs
Update - 02 July – 02 August 2020
Total Estimated Costs = Million 3,601
1857
889

436

187

87

78

67

Sri Lanka
Samagi Jana United National
National
Ape Jana Bala Ilankei Thamil All Other Parties
Podujana
Balawegaya (SJB) Party (UNP)
People's Power Pakshaya (OPPP) Arasu Kadchi
Peramuna (SLPP)
(NPP)
(ITAK)
Figure 7: Final estimated election campaign cost by main political parties

The share of each political party of the estimated election campaign cost of the Parliamentary
Election 2020 witness that more than 50 percent of the estimated campaign cost has been
incurred by one main political party as indicated in Figure 8.
ESTIMATED ELECTION CAMPAIGN COST PARLIAMENTARY ELECTION 2020
SHARE OF THE TOTAL ESTIMATED COST - AS A PERCENTAGE
2ND JULY TO 02ND AUGUST
2%
5%

2%

2%

SLPP - Sri Lanka Podu Jana
Peramuna
SJB - Samagi Jana Balawegaya

12%

UNP - United National party
NPP - National People's Power
OPPP - Our Power Of People's
Party

25%

52%

ITAK - Ilankei Thamil Arasu
Kadchi
All Other Parties

Figure 8: Share of the campaign cost by main political parties as a percentage

The below Figure 9 reflects the total estimated election campaign cost of four cost categories
of the highest spending political parties that too reiterates the detrimental impact of
unregulated campaign finances leading not to have a level playing field.
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Despite there were 7,452 candidates from many political parties and independent groups, the
contest was mainly between two key political alliances that mainly ruled the country with the
support of other smaller political parties over decades. Of the total estimated campaign cost,
the share of the cost incurred by the SLPP and SJB was recorded as 76 percent. However, of
the 2,746 Million rupees incurred by those two main political parties, 68 percent of the
estimated cost had been incurred by the SLPP which received almost two third majority of the
parliament while 32 percent accounted for the SJB’s estimated campaign cost. Regardless of
the fact that who spent more or less, what is obvious is that the unregulated and unlimited
election campaign finances undoubtedly create detrimental effects on level playing field.

Estimated Election Campaign Cost of Two main political parties (SLPP and
SJB)
Parliamentary ELection 2020
Period for July 02-August 02 - Million LKR
1229

637

512
203

90
31
PRINTED MEDIA

26
ELECTRONIC MEDIA

18

SOCIAL MEDIA

SLPP - Sri Lanka Podu Jana Peramuna

OTHER COSTS (GROUND
CAMPAIGN)

SJB - Samagi Jana Balawegaya

Figure 9: Estimated campaign cost of the two main contestant parties (SLPP and SJB)

Figure 10 below shows the final total estimated election campaign cost by the four cost
categories and thus the electronic media was recorded as the cost category o=in which the
highest funds has been spent for campaigning activities.
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Figure 10: Total estimated campaign cost of all parties - by cost category

Below section provides an overview of the estimated election campaign costs incurred by
various political parties contested the Parliamentary Election 2020.

Estimated Election Campaign Cost of
Parliamentary ELection 2020
Period for July 02-August 02 - Million LKR
SLPP - Sri Lanka Podu Jana Peramuna

1229

512
90
Printed Media

26
Electronic Media

Social Media

Other Costs (Ground
Campaign)

Figure 10: Estimated total cost of SLPP-by cost category
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Estimated Election Campaign Cost of
Parliamentary ELection 2020
Period for July 02-August 02 - Million LKR
SJB - Samagi Jana Balawegaya

637

31
Printed Media

Electronic Media

18

203

Social Media

Other Costs (Ground
Campaign)

Figure 11: Estimated total cost of SJB-by cost category

Estimated Election Campaign Cost of
Parliamentary ELection 2020
Period for July 02-August 02 - Million LKR
NPP - National People's Power

119
60

6
Printed Media

2
Electronic Media

Social Media

Other Costs (Ground
Campaign)

Figure 12: Estimated total cost of NPP-by cost category
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Estimated Election Campaign Cost of
Parliamentary ELection 2020
Period for July 02-August 02 - Million LKR
OPPP - Our Power Of People's Party

71

3
Printed Media

Electronic Media

3

10

Social Media

Other Costs (Ground
Campaign)

Figure 13: Estimated total cost of OPPP-by cost category

Estimated Election Campaign Cost of
Parliamentary ELection 2020
Period for July 02-August 02 - Million LKR
ITAK - Ilankei Thamil Arasu Kadchi

73

2

2

1

Printed Media

Electronic Media

Social Media

Other Costs (Ground
Campaign)

Figure 14: Estimated total cost of ITAK-by cost category
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Extensive use of Electronic and Printed Media
Estimated election campaign cost monitoring initiative of CMEV highlighted the extensive use
of Television channels as part of the electronic media category and thus the findings indicated
a gradual increase of use of Televisions for political advertisements by various political parties.
Additionally, the data reflects that the use of electronic media for political advertising has had
a discernible increase during the last week of the campaign. The Figure given below reflects
the noticeable upturn of the use of Television channels for telecasting political advertisements
by many candidates representing various political parties and independent groups contested
for the Parliamentary Election.

Parliamentary Election 2020 – Extensive use of TV Channels
(Only 08 TV Channels) - No. of Political Advertisements
Period for 27 July - August 02
4000
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Figure 15: Use of TV Channels for Political Advertisements-Last week of the campaign

Similarly, during the last week of the campaign run up to the election, the use of printed media
too reflected a similar upward trend of political advertisements being the highest use of space
of newspapers that recorded the widest circulation in the country.

Parliamentary Election 2020 – Extensive use of Printed Media
(Only 19 News Papers) No. of Political Advertisements
Period for 27 July - August 02
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Figure 16: Use of Printed Media for Political Advertisements-Last week of the campaign
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The CMEV, as part of its media and advocacy strategy, used media including mainstream media
and social media as an effective advocacy tool on one hand to build public opinion and create
a societal discourse on the issues arising out of unregulated campaign finances while on the
other hand to influence the policy makers, political party leaders and candidates to think about
the gravity of the issues connected to unregulated campaign finances.
Accordingly, CMEV has been making all possible efforts to broaden the ongoing advocacy
discourse about campaign finance regulation and the strongly believes that a triangle
approach is essential to establish a broader political finance control mechanism in which
campaign finance regulation should also be an integral element.

How to Control Campaign Finances
To increase the effectiveness of political finance control mechanisms, essential to have:
 greater public disclosure
 proper internal political party control
 effective enforcement by regulatory mechanisms
 external stakeholder oversight

To increase the effectiveness of political finance control mechanisms, essential to have:
Oversight through Observation and disclosure by
Election Observers/CSOs/Media/Voters

Enforcement of Independent Regulatory
Mechanisms through Laws/Regulations
(with specified penalties)

Internal Party Control Systems

Figure 17: Essential Elements for Political Control Mechanism
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Resolute Effort of CMEV in Advocating for a
Campaign Finance Legislation
CMEV started the campaign
finance monitoring initiative
with a long term advocacy
objective

and

thus

expanding its focus more on
public opinion building and
enhancing
societal

the

level

knowledge

understanding

on

of
and
the

broader underlined issues of
unregulated

campaign

finances

and

it

adverse

impact

on

lives

and

livelihoods of citizens of this
country.
Accordingly,

CMEV

has

initiated a community level
awareness rising program
with an eye to build a
comprehensive

public

opinion which can later be
used to further strengthen
the

multi-dimensional

collective advocacy process
through

which

determines

to

CMEV
provide

knowledge and leadership to
influence policy makers to
bring a campaign finance
legislation as part of the
broader

electoral

reform

process.
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Chapter 4: Global Perspectives on Campaign Finance
Introduction
This chapter will briefly describe the legislation and/or regulations which exist in
foreign nations that regulate campaign finances as well as political finances to ensure
a smooth, accountable and inclusive democratic process. It must be noted that the
costs of certain goods and services within the mentioned countries are generally much
higher compared to their equivalents within the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri
Lanka. Therefore, certain amounts presented for spending limits and spending
amounts may seem proportionally much higher than the amounts spent within Sri
Lanka, however these are (Not all cases) relatively the same when purchasing power
parity is considered.

Table 7: Acronyms and Conversion Rates of Currencies

Acronyms and Conversion Rates
EU

European Union

1 Euro

218.06 LKR

AUD

Australian Dollar

1 AUD

132.85 LKR

GBP

British Sterling Pound

1 GBP

242.34 LKR

CAD

Canadian Dollar

1 CAD

137.90 LKR

NIS

Israeli New Shekel

1 NIS

53.88 LKR

BRL

Brazilian Real

1 BRL

34.17 LKR

JPY

Japan Yen

1 JPY

1.71 LKR
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Country Level Brief Situation Analysis of CF
Germany:
Germany has extensive regulations in regard to political finance which both limits
contributions and ensures that all data is available to the public.
Donations from Charity organizations, Trade Unions, Professional associations,
Industrial or Commercial associations and Governmental associations are prohibited.
In addition to this, donations from outside the European Union (EU) exceeding 1,000
Euro are prohibited.
The Federal Government provides public funds to political parties that obtain 0.5% of
the vote in the latest National or EU election or obtain 1% of the latest state elections
in one of the German states. Political Parties that meet these requirements are granted
0.85 Euro for each of the first 4 Million votes they receive and 0.70 Euro for each of the
remaining votes received. In addition to this, parties are entitled to matching funds of
0.38 Euro for each Euro received from party membership fees. The overall limit for all
annually disbursed funds is 133 million Euro.
Each party must submit a financial statement to the President of the Federal Diet where
they are subject to extensive review at the Federal Audit Office. The reports are
published as legislative documents each year. Public disclosure of donors must be
made in the annual financial statement of the party if the contributions exceed 10,000
Euro per year and private contributions above 50,000 euro must be disclosed
immediately.

Australia:
Australia has in the past few decades passed regulations in regard to political finance
and recently has undertaken many reforms in this sector that make a difference and
has an established structure of disclosing Political Party finances to the Public.
Australia permits unlimited and unrestricted private contributions to registered
political parties with these contributions being subject only to disclosure requirements.
Contributions from foreign sources above 1,000 AUD are banned and Political Parties
found to have accepted such contributions could incur a fine of up to 42,000 AUD or
three times the amount of the donation with other penalties being applied to the
donor.
Australia provides extensive public funding for registered political parties and election
candidates. The condition for funding is that the political party secures at minimum
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4% of the vote in the previous election. Parties that meet this requirement secure an
automatic payment of 10,000 AUD. Any additional public funding beyond this were
capped at the per-eligible vote public funding rate, or the claimed electoral
expenditure of the party or candidate, whichever is less. The Australian Electoral
Commission has the power to refuse to pay public funding for any expenditure which
it is not satisfied is electoral expenditure.
In Australia there exists a disclosure threshold, which states the amount at which a
donation must be declared. As of 30th June, 2020, this threshold stood at 14,000 AUD.
Political Parties and Candidates whose contributions are in excess of this threshold
must file annual or election period financial disclosure returns with the Australian
Electoral Commission which makes them available to the public.
Australia does not have any restrictions on the expenditure of Political Parties and
Candidates during elections and very few regulations in regard to advertising of which
most address the format and presentation of advertisements rather than the content.

France:
France limits the period a Political Party and election candidates can receive donations
to the year preceding the 1st day of the election. Contributions from corporations are
banned and foreign states and foreign legal entities cannot make direct or indirect
contributions to candidates or Political Parties in France.
Cash contributions cannot exceed 150 Euro per donor and anything more must be
paid by check or online with the donor revealing their identification details. A person
duly identified can contribute up to 7,500 Euro to a Political Party per year and 4,600
Euro to a Presidential candidate.
In France, paid political advertisements are prohibited and therefore the state allocates
free broadcasts to parties and candidates competing in an election.
In France, a Presidential candidate’s spending in regard to his/her election campaign
is limited to 16.8 million Euro in the first round and if the election is moved to a second
round, they can spend an additional 5 million Euro. Therefore, at maximum a
Presidential candidate in France is at maximum only able to spend 22 Million Euro on
their election campaign.
At the end of any election campaign, Political Parties and candidates must submit their
financial accounts to the National Commission for Campaign Accounts and Political
Financing for scrutiny.
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United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland:
The United Kingdom restricts donations above 200 Pounds to Political Parties and
above 50 Pounds for a candidate. Therefore, only the following can make a donation
to Political parties and Candidates above these restrictions: A UK registered company,
UK registered building society, UK registered Limited Liability Company, UK registered
friendly/building society, or a UK based unincorporated association.
Aside from these restrictions, unlimited contributions to candidates and registered
Political Parties are permitted and are subject only to disclosure requirements.
Political Parties and election candidates receive no public funding specifically for their
election campaigns. They do however receive funds from the Electoral Commission
and the House of Commons in order for policy research. Political Parties and
candidates do however receive indirect public funding in the form of free campaign
broadcasts as paid political advertisements are banned.
Political Parties spending is capped at 30,000 GBP for each constituency that it contests
in a general election. So, if a party stood a candidate in each of the 650 constituencies
in the United Kingdom, its maximum spending would total 19.5 Million GBP.
Within 3 months after any election, all Political Parties that participated in the said
election are required to submit a report to the Electoral Commission that details their
campaign expenditures.

Japan:
In Japan there is the view that, though election campaigns must be conducted as freely
as possible because they provide information which voters can use to base their
decisions, without restrictions, elections may be unfairly influenced by money and
power. The campaign periods for parliament seats are very short: at least twelve days
for election to the House of Representatives, and at least seventeen days for election
to the House of Councilors.
Donations to Political Parties in Japan are strictly regulated by the state. Corporations,
industry organizations and trade unions are only allowed to make donations to
Political Parties and not directly to specific candidates. Donations made by such
organizations are limited from 7.5 Million to 30 million Yen per year based on the size
of the organization making the donation.
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One Individual can make a donation of up to 20 Million Yen per year and can make
donations of Goods & Services amounting to 1.5 Million Yen per year for a given
Political Party.
Political contributions from foreign persons and entities are prohibited. No one can
receive contributions for political activities from foreign persons, foreign entities, or
any other organizations of which the majority of the members are foreign persons or
entities, except for domestic companies that have been listed on a Japanese stock
exchange consecutively for five years or more. Receipt of a political contribution in
violation of this provision is punishable by imprisonment for not more than three years
or a fine of not more than 500 Thousand yen.
In Japan, based on the election there are certain spending limits that are applied
according to certain variables. There are two formulas used depending on if the
election is for the House of Councilors or House of Representatives.
For the House of Councilors elections, it is 23.7 Million Yen plus the Number of voters
in a district divided by number of elected members multiplied into 13 yen (districts
with two elected members) or 20 yen (districts with four or more elected members)
For the House of Representatives, it is it is 19.1 Million Yen plus the Number of voters
in a district divided by number of elected members multiplied into 15 Yen.
Free Broadcasting time is allocated to candidates from major Broadcasting stations in
Japan. When a broadcasting station provides free or paid campaign broadcasting for
one candidate, it must offer the same opportunity to rival candidates upon request.

Canada:
Canada’s federal election finance laws limit contributions to Political Parties and
candidates. Corporations and Trade Unions are prohibited from making contributions
to Political Parties and therefore only individuals can make donations. Donations are
limited to up to 1,500 CAD a year to each Political Party and up to 1,500 CAD to all of
the contestants seeking the party’s nomination and candidates for each party. In
addition, donors may give up to 1,500 CAD to leadership contestants for a party as
well as up to 1,500 CAD to independent candidates. These limits were set in 2015, and
the amounts increase by 25 CAD each year.
Canada imposes spending limits on both candidates and Political parties in regard to
election campaigning. Political Parties may only spend 0.74 CAD for each voter in a
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district they are contesting in. Candidates may spend an amount based on the
population of the district in which they are running, typically between 75 Thousand
CAD and 115 Thousand CAD.
Candidates of Political parties that received either 2% of the national vote or 5% of the
vote in the districts in which they contested receive 50% of the money they spent as a
reimbursement. Candidates who received at least 10% of the vote receive 15% of the
election expenses limit in their district as a reimbursement. In addition, if the candidate
spent at least 30% of the limit during the election, the reimbursement increases to 60%
of what the candidate spent during the election.
Canada provides generous tax credits for donations to political parties and candidates.
The first 400 CAD of donations receives a 75% tax credit; the amount between 400
CAD and 750 CAD receives a 50% credit. Amounts over 750 receive a 33% credit.
Political Parties are required to disclose the details of anyone who makes a
contribution exceeding 200 CAD.

Israel:
Israel restricts contributions to those made by their own citizens or permanent
residents as long as they are not anonymous. The exception to this is in primary
elections where foreign individual contributions are permitted. Corporations are
banned from making donations to Political Parties and/or candidates while non-profit
organizations are allowed to make donations as long as they are reported and do not
exceed the limits imposed by the law.
In Primary elections, a candidate may receive several donations from an individual
however the sum of these donations may not surpass 10 Thousand NIS in primaries.
For election to the Knesset (Parliamentary Election), candidates do not run their own
campaigns and it is the duty of their respective Political Party to promote the
candidate. A Political Party may not receive a donation from household exceeding
2000 NIS in a year hosting an election or 1000 NIS in any other year.
Israel does impose limitations on election campaign spending however the value can
change for each election. The total ceiling for all contesting Parties combined is 70
financing units, the value of 1 finance unit changes year to year.
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Contesting Political Parties in Israel also receives two forms of indirect funding to their
election campaigns. The first is that voters who have difficulty travelling to their
respective polling stations are given free public transportation to said polling station.
The second is that Political parties and candidates contesting in an election are given
free air time and broadcasts from major broadcasting stations within Israel.
After an election, Political Parties have to submit their financial records to the State
Comptroller’s office and both contributions received and expenditures are subject to
extensive reviews. The reports and recommendations of this office are then made
available to the wider public.

Brazil:
Brazil had implemented extensive campaign finance regulations in addition to existing
legislation after the 2015 “Car wash” scandal in which police had discovered numerous
cases of bribery and politicians returning favors to corporations who had funded their
election campaigns.
Corporates/companies are prohibited from donating to Political Parties and
candidates. Individuals may donate to Political parties and candidates however their
donations should not surpass 10% of the respective Political Parties their yearly
income. A political party is forbidden to receive financial or monetary contribution or
assistance, directly or indirectly, in any form or pretext, including through publicity of
any kind that comes from a foreign entity or government.
No privately paid TV/Radio time is allowed in Brazil and only small paid advertisements
in newspapers are allowed. Two "free" election campaign advertising slots (daytime
and evening) are requisitioned by the election courts 60 days before each election.
And times are distributed evenly amongst all the contesting Political Parties.
In 2017 Brazil had made available 1.7 billion BRL to fund Political Parties election
campaigns since the amount of contributions had plummeted once the main sources
of financing were prohibited post 2015. This amount was distributed amongst Political
Parties contesting in the 2018 elections evenly. In the future (starting from 2022),
Political Parties would only receive funding if they had passed a threshold of votes
obtained in the previous election.
After an election, Political Parties are required to present an accounting balance sheet
to the election courts which exist within each state of the federation.
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Chapter 5: Recommendations
To the Government


Take immediate action to review draft campaign finance legislation and produce a
finalized draft bill for the approval of the Cabinet of Ministers and get it passed in the
parliament.



Proactively take immediate action to pass the campaign finance law.



Formulate new regulatory guidelines that prohibit the misuse of state property for
election campaigning and penalize persons involved in such acts.



Bring regulations requiring political parties and candidates to name donors and
contributors funding election campaigns.



Introduce financial regulations through the central bank to track sources of funding,
illicit forms of finance, including from foreign sources channelled to election campaigns
and address money laundering issues.



Formulate a suitable legislation, in consultation with the Election Commission, election
monitoring institutions and broader civil society, to curtail hate speech, misinformation
and disinformation in state and private media, while protecting freedom of expression
and access to information.



Strengthen the legal framework to ensure accountability for the misuse of state
resources for partisan gain and should define it as an integral element of campaign
cost.

To the Election Commission


Take the lead role to revisit the already drafted campaign finance legislation and ensure
it is finalized with a broader consultation with all concerned stakeholders.



Design and implement comprehensive “Media Guidelines” applicable to all printed,
electronic and social media to regulate unlimited and unfair allocation of air time
allocated for campaign promotions.



Proactively take legal actions against misuse of state property by political parties,
candidates and their supporters for election campaigning.



Impose guidelines to make election candidates bound to disclose contributions
received and Costs incurred for election campaigning.



Disclose candidates and political parties that submit asset declarations or income
reports.
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To Political Parties


Revisit their respective party constitutions and include provisions/code of conduct that
ensure equal and adequate campaign finance to their respective candidates.



Carry in their manifestos a commitment for a campaign finance legislation.



Disclose the sources of funding received for election campaigning.



Keep details or records of financial accounts of monies used for routine political work
and specifically, election campaigns as well as disclose such information.

To Media Actors


ensure the allocation of air time is balanced and fair.



Both State and private media should be held accountable for not adhering to ‘Media
Guidelines’ issued by the Election Commission.



All media institutions (state and private) should agree to a ‘Code of Conduct’ with
minimum standards that safeguard the integrity of election campaigns and abide by
such guidelines to ensure responsible and ethical use of media.



Print, electronic and social media administers consider allocating more space and air
time to support building public opinion and create a societal discourse on issues of
unlimited campaign finance and need for a campaign finance legislation.



Social media companies should act responsibly by adhering to media guidelines
provided by the Election Commission and should disclose costs involved in all
advertisements related to election campaign.



Social media companies should take action not to allow any kind of advertising or
promotion of election candidates during the cooling-off period.

To Civil Society Organizations


use CMEV’s findings of estimated election campaign costs to raise public awareness of
the adverse impact of unlimited and unregulated election campaign finance.



use the provisions of Right to Information Act No. 12 of 2016 to obtain information
related to campaign finances thereby enabling a cloture of transparency with regard
to elections.



continue to support advocacy and lobbying efforts with more evidence based research
on the impact of unlimited and unregulated campaign finances and in collaboration
with academia, professionals and other concerned stakeholders should pressure the
policy makers to introduce a campaign finance legislation to Sri Lanka.
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Annexures
Annexure 01 – Print Media Monitoring Format
Name of the News Paper
Name of the Candidate
Electoral District
Name of the Party/Independent
Group
Date

Page number

Type

of

the

Colour

Cost

Remarks

Ad./Size of the
Ad.

Annexure 02 – Electronic Media Monitoring Format
Name of the Electronic Media Channel
Name of the Candidate
Electoral District
Name of the Party/Independent Group
Date

Length of the Ad.

Time

Cost

Remarks

Annexure 03 – Social Media Monitoring Format (Facebook)
Name of the Candidate
Name of the Party/Independent Group
Electoral District
Date

Time

Length of the Ad.

Cost

Remarks
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Annexure 04 – Other Costs – Ground Campaign Format
Province
Electoral District
Date, time and Place of the

Date:

Time:

Place:

matter
Name of the candidate and
Party/Independent Group
Observation Summary

Details

Estimated Cost for each
Item

Meeting Place/Hotel
Size of the stage
Number of participants
Sound system
LED screens
Transportation (buses etc.)
Banner
Poster
Leaflets
Decorations
Distribution of goods
Food and drinks
Musical shows
Decorations of party offices
(inclusive of beyond 500
meters limit)
Religious visits
Use of generators
Festival/carnivals
T-Shirts/Caps/Hats
Portable Air-conditions
Estimated cost (LKR)
Signature of the Monitor or Coordinator:
Other Notes (If any evidence such as documents, photos, videos etc. to prove the respective public rally,
meeting etc. is available, please send them via below contact details)
Telephone

Call – 0114 503001
WhatsApp – 0786134790 / 0779600762

Email: cmevcampaignfinances@gmail.com
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Annexure 05 – List of News Papers
No. Name of the News Paper

Company

1

Dinamina (Daily except Sunday) – S

2

Daily News – E

3

Sunday Observer – E

The Associated News Papers of Ceylon

4

Thinakaran – T

Limited

5

Rasa – S

6

Silumina – S

7

Mawbima (Daily) – S

8

Ceylon Today –E

9

Sunday Mawbima – S

10

Lankadeepa (Daily) – S

11

Ada- S

12

Deshaya- S

13

Sunday Lankadeepa- S

14

Daily Mirror – E

15

Daily FT – E

16

Sunday Times – E

17

Diwaina (Daily) – S

18

The Island – E

19

Sunday Diwaina – S

20

Sunday Island – E

21

Aruna (Daily) – S

22

Sunday Aruna – S

23

Sunday Morning – E

24

Ravaya

25

Veerakesari – T

26

Metro News – T

27

Udaya Sooriyan – T

Asian Media Publications Private Limited

28

Lanka - S

Royal Media International Private Limited

Ceylon News Papers Private Limited

Wijaya News Papers Limited

Upali News Papers Private Limited

Liberty Publishers Private Limited
Ravaya Publishers Limited
Express News Papers Ceylon Limited
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Annexure 06 – List of Television

Annexure 07 – List of Radio Channels

Channels
No. Name of the Television Channel

No.

Name of the Radio Channel

1

Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation

1

Neth FM

2

Sirasa TV

2

Sirasa FM

3

Ada Derana

3

FM Derana

4

Hiru TV

4

Hiru FM

5

ITN

5

Sooriyan FM

6

TNL

7

Swarnawahini

8

Siyatha TV

9

Shakthi
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Annexure 08 – List of Members of the previous legislature/executive who contested the
Parliamentary Election 2020.


SJB – Samagi Jana Balawegaya



ITAK – Ilkankai Tamil Arasu Kachchi



SLPP – Sri Lanka Podujana Peramuna



UNP – United National Party



SLFP – Sri Lanka Freedom Party



NPP – National Peoples Power



SLMC – Sri Lanka Muslim Congress



ACMC – All Ceylon Makkal Congress



DNM – Democratic National Movement



EPDP – Eelam Peoples Democratic Party



OPPP – Our Power of Peoples Party

No.

Name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Cassim Faizal
H. M. M. Harees
M. I. M. Mansoor
Abdul Rahuman Izak
Chandima Gamage
P. Harrison
Chandrani Bandara Jayasinghe
Lakshman Senewiratne
A. Aravind Kumar
Raveendra Samaraweera
Vadivel Suresh
Chaminda Wijesiri
Ameer Ali
Mano Ganesan
Champika Ranawaka
Hirunika Premachandra
Harsha de Silva
S. M. Marikkar
Mujibur Rahman
Sujeewa Senasinghe
Eran Wickremaratne
A. H. M. Fowzie
Sajith Premadasa
Piyasena Gamage
Manusha Nanayakkara

Current
Party
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB

Contesting Electoral
District
Ampara
Ampara
Ampara
Anuradhapura
Anuradhapura
Anuradhapura
Anuradhapura
Badulla
Badulla
Badulla
Badulla
Badulla
Batticaloa
Colombo
Colombo
Colombo
Colombo
Colombo
Colombo
Colombo
Colombo
Colombo
Colombo
Galle
Galle

Total for Each
District
3

4

5

1

10
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26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

Bandula Lal Bandarigoda
Wijepala Hettiarachchi
Gayantha Karunatileka
Chathura Senarathne
Edward Gunasekara
Kavinda Jayawardena
Ajith Mannapperuma
Harshana Rajakaruna
Sarath Fonseka
Gamini Vijith Vijithamuni Soysa
Dilip Wedaarachchi
Rajitha Senaratne
Kumara Welgama
Ajith Perera
M. Velu Kumar
Rauff Hakeem
M. H. A. Haleem
Lucky Jayawardena
Lakshman Kiriella
Kabir Hashim
Sujith Sanjaya Perera
Thusitha Wijemanne
Indika Bandaranaike
Ashoka Abeysinghe
J. C. Alawathuwala
Thushara Indunil
Nalin Bandara Jayamaha
Ananda Kumarasiri
Ranjith Aluwihare
Wasantha Aluvihare
R. Wijerathne
Buddhika Pathirana
Mangala Samaraweera
Palani Digambaran
Velusami Radhakrishnan
Sidney Jayarathna
Hector Appuhamy
Niroshan Perera
Thalatha Atukorale
Karunarathna Paranawithanag
A. A. Wijethunga
M. A. M. Maharoof
Imran Maharoof

SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB

Galle
Galle
Galle
Gampaha
Gampaha
Gampaha
Gampaha
Gampaha
Gampaha
Gampaha
Hambanthota
Kalutara
Kalutara
Kalutara
Kandy
Kandy
Kandy
Kandy
Kandy
Kegalle
Kegalle
Kegalle
Kurunegala
Kurunegala
Kurunegala
Kurunegala
Kurunegala
Monaragala
Matale
Matale
Matale
Matara
Matara
Nuwara Eliya
Nuwara Eliya
Polonarruwa
Puttalam
Puttalam
Rathnapura
Rathnapura
Rathnapura
Trincomalee
Trincomalee

5

7

1
3

5

3

5

1

5

2
1
2
3
2
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69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

Abdul Rizhaak Bathiutheen
M. Thilakarajah
R. M. Ranjith Madduma Bandara
Hareen Fernando
Mayantha Dissanayake
K. Kodeeswaran
S. Yogeswaran
E. Saravanapavan
Mavai Senathirajah
S. Sritharan
M. A. Sumanthiran
D. Siddarthan
R. Sampanthan
S. Sivamohan
Charles Nirmalanathan
Shanthi Sriskantharajah
K. Thurairetnasingam
Sriyani Wijewickrama
Wimalaweera Dissanayake
Weerakumara Dissanayake
S. M. Chandrasena
Duminda Dissanayake
Sarath
Chandrasiri
Muthukumarana
Asanka Shehan Semasinghe
Chamara Sampath Dassanayake
Nimal Siripala de Silva
Thenuka Vidanagamage
Dinesh Gunawardena
Wimal Weerawansa
Udaya Gammanpila
Bandula Gunawardena
Gamini Lokuge
Susil Premajayantha
Wijeyadasa Rajapakshe
Thilanga Sumathipala
Geetha Kumarasinghe
Ramesh Pathirana
Mohan Silva
Chandima Weerakkody
Lasantha Alagiyawanna
Indika Anuruddha
Sudarshani Fernandopulle

SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
SJB
ITAK
ITAK
ITAK
ITAK
ITAK
ITAK
ITAK
ITAK
ITAK
ITAK
ITAK
ITAK
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP

Vanni
National List
National List
National List
National List
Ampara
Batticaloa
Jaffna
Jaffna
Jaffna
Jaffna
Jaffna
Trincomalee
Vanni
Vanni
National List
National List
Ampara
Ampara
Anuradhapura
Anuradhapura
Anuradhapura

1

4
1
1

5

1
2
2
2

5

SLPP Anuradhapura
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP

Anuradhapura
Badulla
Badulla
Badulla
Colombo
Colombo
Colombo
Colombo
Colombo
Colombo
Colombo
Colombo
Galle
Galle
Galle
Galle
Gampaha
Gampaha
Gampaha

3

8

4
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111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153

Sisira Jayakody
Nimal Lanza
Prasanna Ranatunga
Prasanna Ranaweera
Duleep Wijesekera
Mahinda Amaraweera
D. V. Chanaka
Chamal Rajapaksa
Namal Rajapaksa
S. A. Jayantha Samaraweera
Rohitha Abeygunawardena
H. M. Piyal Nishantha de Silva
Vidura Wickremenayake
Mahinda Samarasinghe
Mahindananda Aluthgamage
Dilum Amunugama
Anuradha Jayaratne
Keheliya Rambukwella
Lohan Ratwatte
Ananda Aluthgamage
Tharaka Balasuriya
Kanaka Herath
Ranjith Siyambalapitiya
Tharanath Basnayake
T. B. Ekanayake
Johnston Fernando
Dayasiri Jayasekara
Mahinda Rajapaksa
Anura Priyadharshana Yapa
Udaya Shantha Gunasekara
Vijitha Berugoda
Sumedha G. Jayasena
Lakshman Wasantha Perera
Janaka Bandara Tennakoon
Niroshan Premaratne
Mahinda Yapa Abeywardena
Dullas Alahapperuma
Kanchana Wijesekera
Lakshman Yapa Abeywardena
S. B. Dissanayake
Arumugan Thondaman
C. B. Ratnayake
Siripala Gamalath

SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP

Gampaha
Gampaha
Gampaha
Gampaha
Gampaha
Hambanthota
Hambanthota
Hambanthota
Hambanthota
Kalutara
Kalutara
Kalutara
Kalutara
Kalutara
Kandy
Kandy
Kandy
Kandy
Kandy
Kandy
Kegalle
Kegalle
Kegalle
Kurunegala
Kurunegala
Kurunegala
Kurunegala
Kurunegala
Kurunegala
Monaragala
Monaragala
Monaragala
Matale
Matale
Matara
Matara
Matara
Matara
Matara
Nuwara Eliya
Nuwara Eliya
Nuwara Eliya
Polonarruwa

8

4

5

6

3

6

3
2

5

3
3
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154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196

Roshan Ranasinghe
Mithripala Sirisena
Arundika Fernando
Piyankara Jayaratne
Sanath Nishantha
Ashoka Priyantha
Vasudeva Nanayakkara
Premalal Jayasekara
John Senewiratne
Janaka Wakkumbura
Pavithra Devi Wanniarachchi
Dunesh Gankanda
Susantha Punchinilame
Cader Cader Masthan
S. Viyalendiran
Daya Gamage
Ravi Karunanayake
Ranil Wickremesinghe
Vajira Abeywardena
Arjuna Ranatunga
Ranjan Ramanayake
Ruwan Wijewardene
Vijayakala Maheswaran
Palitha Thewarapperuma
L. A. Wijemanne
A. D. Champika Premadasa
Sandith Samarasinghe
Akila Viraj Kariyawasam
Anoma Gamage
Navin Dissanayake
K. K. Piyadhasa
Nalaka Kolonne
Palitha Range Bandara
Wijaya Withanage
Sirinal de Mel
Karu Jayasuriya
Tilak Marapana
C. A. Marasinghe
Malik Samarawickrama
D. M. Swaminathan
John Amaratunga
Angajan Ramanathan
Malith Jayathilake

SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
SLPP
UNP
UNP
UNP
UNP
UNP
UNP
UNP
UNP
UNP
UNP
UNP
UNP
UNP
UNP
UNP
UNP
UNP
UNP
UNP
UNP
UNP
UNP
UNP
UNP
UNP
UNP
SLFP
SLFP

Polonarruwa
Polonarruwa
Puttalam
Puttalam
Puttalam
Puttalam
Rathnapura
Rathnapura
Rathnapura
Rathnapura
Rathnapura
Rathnapura
Trincomalee
Vanni
Batticaloa
Colombo
Colombo
Colombo
Galle
Gampaha
Gampaha
Gampaha
Jaffna
Kalutara
Kalutara
Kegalle
Kegalle
Kurunegala
Ampara
Nuwara Eliya
Nuwara Eliya
Polonarruwa
Puttalam
Rathnapura
National List
National List
National List
National List
National List
National List
National List
Jaffna
National List

4

6

1
1
1
3
1
3
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1

7

1
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197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218

Faiszer Musthapha
Dilan Perera
Sarath Amunugama
Ali Zahir Moulana Seiyad
A. R. A. Hafeez
A. L. M. Nazeer
M. H. M. Salman
M. S. Thowfeek
Anura Kumara Dissanayaka
Vijitha Herath
Nihal Galappaththi
Nalinda Jayatissa
Sunil Handunnetti
R.B. Sarath Chandrasiri
Bimal Rathnayaka
S. M. Mohamed Ismail
M. H. M. Navavi
M. L. A. M. Hizbullah
M. K. A. D. S. Gunawardana
Jayampathy Wickramaratne
Athuraliye Rathana Thero
Douglas Devananda

SLFP
SLFP
SLFP
SLMC
SLMC
SLMC
SLMC
SLMC
NPP
NPP
NPP
NPP
NPP
NPP
NPP
ACMC
ACMC
ACMC
DNM
DNM
OPPP
EPDP

National List
National List
National List
Batticaloa
National List
National List
National List
National List
Colombo
Gampaha
Hambanthota
Kalutara
Matara
National List
National List
National List
National List
National List
National List
National List
Badulla
Jaffna

4
1
4

1
1
1
1
1
2
3
2
1
1
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